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THE 19TH ANNUAL

REGENT PARK FILM FESTIVAL
The Regent Park Film Festival will take place online again this year. We’re excited
to bring you relevant and accessible programming that connects our communities
in an online space. The #RPFF2021 continues to prioritize films, talkbacks, industry
sessions and more for YOU, our community!
LOGIN AS A MEMBER TO WATCH OUR

IF YOU HAVEN’T SUBSCRIBED TO RPFF
IN THE PAST, SIGN UP FOR FREE ACCESS AT
WWW.RPFF.CA/2021

SHARE YOUR FESTIVAL
MOMENTS WITH US
ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

ALL SCREENINGS
TAKE PLACE ONLINE,
FROM THE COMFORT
OF YOUR HOME.

TAG US @REGENTPARKFILM
AND USE THE HASHTAG #RPFF2021

THIS YEAR WE ALSO HAVE AN
INPERSON SCREENING ON NOVEMBER
27 (SEE PAGE 43 FOR DETAILS).

CONTENT FOR FREE AT
WATCH.REGENTPARKFILMFESTIVAL.COM

If you have any questions or accessibility
concerns, please email craig@rpff.ca
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GREETINGS
Welcome to the 19th edition of the Regent Park Film Festival.
Stories matter. As we brace another year in the pandemic, we need the
presence of storytelling in our lives to gather communities and reignite hope.
Attending a film festival also embodies new significance in these times. As
the division of work space and living space gets increasingly blurry, as
content becomes ubiquitous on our mobile devices, holding time and space
to watch works that tell the stories of the lived experience of BIPOC
communities is more than a way of seeking entertainment. It is a
declaration of value.

BETTY XIE
BOARD CHAIR,
REGENT PARK
FILM FESTIVAL

Thank you for showing up and letting us know that we’re connected, even
when we’re not being together in person.
Big congratulations to our team of dedicated staff this year:
Angela, Shafia, Craig, Aashna, Micaela, Kelvin, Christian,
Tania, Emieke. You rock!

Thank you for joining us for our 19th Annual Film Festival!
This is our second (mostly) digital festival and we’re so proud to bring you a
beautiful program of feature films, shorts, workshops, panels and excitingly,
an in-person screening in Regent Park for Family Day.
The relationships we’ve built with our audiences, filmmakers, partners
and community has sustained us and guided our organization throughout
COVID, and is the theme of this year’s festival. In addition, the collaborative
relationships within our team and Board have made this Festival possible
amidst the challenges of virtual operations and programming.

ANGELA BRITTO

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
REGENT PARK
FILM FESTIVAL

Thank you for believing in our work, engaging with the stories we
present, and coming with us on this journey. Stay with us as we move into
our milestone 20th anniversary year next year!
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Dear Friends,
Welcome to the 19th annual Regent Park Film Festival!
I’ve spent much of the past year reflecting on how the COVID-19 pandemic
has improved, weakened, or changed the dynamics of many of our
relationships. This could be our relationships with our loved ones, personal or
professional communities, and even, the very intimate relationship we hold
with ourselves.

AASHNA
THAKKAR

MANAGER OF
PROGRAMMING,
REGENT PARK
FILM FESTIVAL

I wanted this year’s program to reflect the multifaceted and simply put,
complicated, nature of these relationships when experiencing the ebb and
flow of human life. In trying or transformative moments, how do we show up
for others? How do we show up for ourselves? How would these times differ
with or without the significant people in our lives?
I’m really looking forward to the moment we can gather in person with our
RPFF community once again, but in the meantime, thank you for taking the
time to join us in this virtual space and exploring these reflections with us.

Artists and their collaborators have played a vital role throughout the
pandemic: their creations offered hope, helped maintain connections,
and pointed to a brighter future.
As we move forward, we need the arts more than ever—to inspire us
and bring us together as we envision a better world for all. Strong
support for a resilient, inclusive, and accessible arts sector benefits
society in all its diversity.
The Canada Council for the Arts is a proud supporter of the Regent Park
Film Festival and its contributions to our shared work to bring the arts to life.

SIMON BRAULT,
O.C., O.Q.
DIRECTOR AND CEO,
CANADA COUNCIL
FOR THE ARTS
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On behalf of the board and staff of the Ontario Arts Council, I am
delighted to welcome you to the 2021 edition of the Regent Park
Film Festival (RPFF), the second to adapt to the current virtual context.
Since 2003, the Regent Park Film Festival has aimed to represent the diverse
perspectives of Regent Park residents, which include Black,
Indigenous and racialized communities, people with low incomes,
and people living in social housing.

RITA DAVIES,
C.M.

CHAIR, ONTARIO
ARTS COUNCIL

Through programming, events and workshops held throughout the
year, the Regent Park Film Festival serves these communities, celebrates their
stories and nurtures their talent. The RPFF is both a community builder and a
career booster for young filmmakers; its work is a vital part of the province’s
arts landscape.
The Ontario Arts Council is proud to support the Regent Park Film
Festival and its mission to bring diverse voices to wider audiences.
Wishing all the organizers, featured filmmakers and audiences a
fantastic 2021 festival!

Welcome to the 19th iteration of the Regent Park Film Festival!
Toronto Arts Council is proud to support Toronto’s longest-running free
community film festival. We applaud the lasting impact that this festival
brings to artists and audiences alike.

JASON RYLE

PRESIDENT, TORONTO
ARTS COUNCIL

The City of Toronto, through Toronto Arts Council, invests public funds
in the arts allowing millions of Torontonians and visitors the opportunity to
enjoy the transformative benefits of the arts. Nearly 90% of Torontonians
believe that the arts make Toronto a better place to live, while 95% of
Ontario residents believe that the success of Canadian artists gives people
a sense of pride in Canadian achievement. As a filmmaker and curator
myself, I appreciate the space that Regent Park Film Festival gives to local,
emerging and established artists. Thank you for providing the opportunity
to see - and be inspired by - these artists.
Congratulations to the staff, board, and volunteers at the Regent
Park Film Festival, who have once again brought forward an
inspiring program.
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As a proud Premier Sponsor for the past ten years, RBC has been so
excited to see how this multi-cultural festival has grown and been a catalyst
for change in our neighbourhoods. Every year, the festival organizers give
us some of the most inspiring films this city has to offer.
To the working team behind this incredible event, we value your commitment
to featuring ground-breaking films that help break stereotypes and show that
no one place or person has just one story.’ You’re truly making a difference
and bringing our community closer together.
On behalf of RBC, thank you and enjoy the festival!

KRIS DEPENCIER
REGIONAL PRESIDENT,
GREATER TORONTO, RBC

A celebration of artistry in film, festivals provide an important venue to
showcase Canadian creativity across the country and beyond. That is why
we are proud to support Regent Park Film Festival!
This past year more than ever, Canada has shown the many innovative
and resourceful ways in which we make our audiovisual sector thrive. We
have given the world many reasons to take notice of Canada and why we
continue to be a Partner of Choice!

CHRISTA
DICKENSON

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
TELEFILM CANADA

Our mission to foster and elevate authentic storytelling from Canadians
of all backgrounds, especially those of underrepresented communities, is
more pressing than ever before. At Telefilm, our priority to create a more
representative screen-based industry continues as our efforts across all our
initiatives, including our funding programs, increase.
Stronger together, I want to thank and congratulate RPFF for continuing
its work of uplifting a diversity of voices through films and celebrating the
brilliance of Canadian content at home and around the world.
As always, continue to watch Canadian films wherever they are available
and tell others to do the same!
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SPOTLIGHT ON
YEAR-ROUND PROGRAMS
UNDER THE STARS ONLINE
Our free, outdoor screening series is one of
a kind in the city, with a focus on showing
widely loved films that represent and resonate
with Indigenous, Black, and people of colour
communities. Each year, Under the Stars:
Movies in the Park draws in more of the
Regent Park community and the GTA than
the last! In 2021, Under the Stars programming
took place online and we hope to return
to the park again soon!

REGENT PARK PROJECT
Hosted by RPFF, the Regent Park Project
empowers youth from Regent Park and beyond
with opportunities to develop their acting,
writing and filmmaking skills through hands-on
workshops in creating their own web series.
The project has completed two seasons on
their web series, which can be seen at
RegentParkProject.com and a series of visual
monologues titled “One Park, Seven Stories” at
this year’s Festival.
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SCHOOL PROGRAM
Each year, the Regent Park Film Festival kicks
off with the School Program, a series of films for
younger audiences from the community.
Featuring films from around the world and across
genres, the program not only reflects these
students’ diverse lived experiences, but asks
them to situate themselves and their community
within a broader context. The 2021 online school
program will be available to educators outside
of the Festival dates for greater access.

BLOCK BY BLOCK
RPFF is a community partner for Block by Block,
a participatory, multimedia program of the
Toronto Ward Museum. Block by Block trains
young people to interview community members
in their own neighbourhoods about their lived
experiences of migration, settlement and civic
life. www.wardmuseum.ca @TOWardMuseum
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2021 FAQ

THE 19TH ANNUAL REGENT PARK FILM FESTIVAL ONLINE,

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

HOW DO I WATCH THIS YEAR’S
FESTIVAL? DO I NEED TO SUBSCRIBE?

I LIVE OUTSIDE CANADA. CAN I STILL
WATCH THE FESTIVAL?

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we have made the decision to hold this year’s festival online again. This year’s
Festival is being presented as a video on demand experience (example: Netflix, Crave etc.) using our Cinesend
platform. Instead of tickets to individual screenings, you
subscribe on our website HERE to access the entire catalogue of films and panels all at once for free.

No, all of our content is restricted to viewers in Canada.

WHEN CAN I START WATCHING FILMS
AND PANELS?
Except where specifically noted in our Festival program,
all programming will be made available to view on the first
day of the festival on November 25 at 6PM and will be
available to view until 11:59 pm on Thursday, December 2.

IS THE FESTIVAL ACCESSIBLE?
All films, shorts and panels are captioned and/or subtitled
in English.

HOW DO I TURN CAPTIONS ON/OFF
Open captions (oc) are part of the video itself and cannot
be turned off while closed captions can be turned on or off
within the player through clicking this button at the bottom
right of your player.

CAN I WATCH ON OTHER DEVICES ?
IS ALL OF THE FESTIVAL ONLINE?
Yes, all of our films and panels are available online but we
also will have a day of in-person programming for Family
day, November 27 5-8pm at Daniels Spectrum. See our
Festival program for more information.

Yes you can, using Chromecast using your laptop and
google chrome to cast your Cinesend viewing experience
to your devices. Unfortunately you cannot cast from your
mobile phone.

WHAT ARE THE SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS?

IS THE FESTIVAL STILL FREE?
Yes, the Regent Park Film Festival is Toronto’s longest running free community Film Festival and we continue to make
our programming free to the public.

Our Festival can be accessed on Intel & M1-based Macs
running OSX 10.12+ and PCs running Windows 7+ as well
as Iphones and Ipads using Safari (iOS 11.2 or later with
“screen mirroring” turned off), and Android phones and
tablet (6.0) using chrome
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CAN I WATCH THE FESTIVAL TITLES
ONCE THE FESTIVAL IS OVER?
Regent Park Film Festival will make recordings of our
industry and professional development sessions, talkbacks
and panels available after the Festival is finished but
unfortunately, the short films and features will no longer be
available to watch after the Festival is over.

I AM HAVING PROBLEMS
GETTING ACCESS
For all questions related to access, please contact kelvin@
rpff.ca & craig@rpff.ca

I FORGOT MY PASSWORD
Use the password reset option on the login page to have
your password reset link sent to the e-mail address you
used to log in.

WHAT ARE THE SUPPORTED
BROWSERS?
Google Chrome, Firefox, Microsoft Edge (PC), and
Opera. We recommend using the latest version of your
browser. Internet Explorer is not supported.

ANY OTHER QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions, contact us at kelvin@rpff.ca &
craig@rpff.ca

MY BROWSER WON’T CONNECT
Our Festival is available for residents of Canada. If you
live in Canada and use a VPN, please turn it off to view
our Festival content. If you continue to have issues please
contact us at kelvin@rpff.ca & craig@rpff.ca with the email
used to register.
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FEATURES//
FEATURES

SCREENING + TALKBACK

SOME SENSITIVE LANGUAGE

WATCH TRAILER

ONE OF OURS
YASMINE MATHURIN | DOCUMENTARY
CANADA| 2021 | 88 MINS | ENGLISH
One of Ours is a poetic observational look at
reconciliation and belonging through the eyes
of a young Haitian-born Indigenous adoptee
in Canada.

Yasmine Mathurin is a Haitian-Canadian
award-winning writer & director and podcast
producer. Her debut feature documentary,
ONE OF OURS, was the 2021 DGC Special
Jury Prize winner for Canadian Features at the
Hot Docs International Film Festival. She
previously worked as an associate producer
with CBC Original Podcast.

SPONSOR:

COPRESENTER:
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FEATURES//
FEATURES

ONE OF OURS TALKBACK
MODERATOR

PANELISTS

SHANESE ANNE
STEELE

YASMINE
MATHURIN

Shanese Indoowaaboo Steele
is an Afro-Indigenous, Queer
Fat Femme living and learning
on the traditional territory
of the Anishinaabeg people
and the Dish With One Spoon
Wampum. Shanese has spent
the last 11 years as an activist
facilitating workshops, creating
curriculum, delivering training
and guest speeches on Black
and Indigenous Issues and
becoming a published writer.
Founder of the non-profit
Aazhganan Project, Shanese
works to educate Racialized
and Indigenous peoples on
their shared histories.

Yasmine Mathurin is a
Haitian-Canadian awardwinning writer & director
and podcast producer. Her
debut feature documentary,
ONE OF OURS, was the
2021 DGC Special Jury Prize
winner for Canadian Features
at the Hot Docs International
Film Festival. She previously worked as an associate
producer with CBC Original
Podcast.
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AYLA BROWN
Ayla is a Haí zaqv &
Nuu-chah-nulth person. She
belongs to the homelands
and waterways of the
Haí zaqv Nation. They are
grounded in their cultural
identities and acknowledge
their whiteness and privilege.
She is a writer, educator,
and elected councillor.

FEATURES

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG 13

WATCH TRAILER

BEANS
TRACEY DEER | DRAMA | CANADA |
2020 |92 MINS | ENGLISH AND FRENCH
Inspired by true events, Beans is about a
Mohawk girl on the cusp of adolescence who
must grow up fast and become her own kind
of warrior during the armed stand-off known
as the 1990 Oka Crisis.

Mohawk filmmaker Tracey Deer co-created
acclaimed dramedy Mohawk Girls and was a
co-EP Netflix/CBC series Anne with an E. She
has worked with the CBC, NFB, and numerous
independent production companies throughout
Canada in both documentary and fiction, and
has been honoured with two Gemini Awards
and numerous awards from film festivals,
including Hot Docs.

COPRESENTER:
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FEATURES//

SCREENING + TALKBACK

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

WATCH TRAILER

THROUGH THE NIGHT
LOIRA LIMBAL| DOCUMENTARY | USA |
2020 | 72 MINS | ENGLISH
To make ends meet, people in the U.S. are
working longer hours across multiple jobs. This
modern reality of non-stop work has resulted
in an unexpected phenomenon: the flourishing
of 24-hour daycare centers. THROUGH THE
NIGHT is a verité documentary that explores
the personal cost of our modern economy
through the stories of two working mothers and
a child care provider - whose lives intersect at
a 24-hour daycare center.

Loira Limbal is an Afro-Latina filmmaker and
DJ interested in the creation of art that is
nuanced and revelatory for communities of
colour. She is the Senior Vice President of
Programs at Firelight Media. Limbal received
a B.A. in History from Brown University and is
a graduate of the Third World Newsreel’s Film
and Video Production Training Program. She is
a Sundance Institute Fellow and a former Ford
Foundation Justfilms/Rockwood Fellow.

COMMUNITY PARTNERS AND COPRESENTERS:
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FEATURES//
FEATURES

THROUGH THE NIGHT TALKBACK
MODERATOR

PANELISTS

LAURIE
TOWNSHEND

DEANY PETERS

SUREYA IBRAHIM

Deany is a Mother , Grand
Mother & Great Grand
Mother who has been a R
egent Park Resident since
1981, Community Development Worker since 1992,
and has served as a Board
Member of various Non
Profit Agencies providing
program/services to Regent
Park residents for 35 years

Sureya was born in the city
of Harar and came to
Canada when she was 17,
having moved to Regent Park
shortly afterwards. She’s
lived in Regent Park since,
volunteering, studying and
working in this community
and is a mother of three. She
works closely with other
partners and stakeholders
in many community initiatives
and social development plans.
She’s the founder of Mothers
of Peace, an organization that
helps mothers who have lost
their children to gun violence.

Filmmaker Laurie Townshend
centres the lives of those
whose acts of courage amount
to quiet revolutions. Credits
include The Railpath Hero
starring Stephan James (2013)
and award-winning Charley
(2016). Feature documentary,
Away With Words (2022)
follows renowned poet-activist
Staceyann Chin on a journey
of parenting and healing of
intergenerational wounds.
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FEATURES

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

WATCH TRAILER

BARAKAT
AMY JEPHTA | DRAMA, COMEDY |
SOUTH AFRICA | 2020 | 103 MINS |
AFRIKAANS, ENGLISH
An aging matriarch aims to bring together her
fractured, dysfunctional family over Eid-al-Fitr
to break the news about her new romance. The
only problem is that her two eldest sons have
refused to be in the same room since their
father’s passing. With the help of her fiancé and
daughters- in-law, this mother must bring the
sons around using the one thing they can all
agree on - the barakat.

Amy Jephta is a screenwriter and playwright
from Mitchell’s Plain, Cape Town. She has
three feature film credits to her name including
South Africa’s official 2018 Golden Globes
submission, Ellen: The Ellen Pakkies Story.
Jephta has held fellowships at the Orchard
Project Episodic Lab (New York), the AfroVibes
Festival (Amsterdam) and the Edinburgh
International Festival.

COPRESENTER:
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FEATURES

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

WATCH TRAILER

SUMMERTIME
CARLOS LÓPEZ ESTRADA | DRAMA,
COMEDY | USA | 2021|90 MINS |
ENGLISH
Over the course of a hot summer day in Los Angeles, the
lives of 25 young Angelenos intersect. A skating guitarist,
a tagger, two wannabe rappers, an exasperated fastfood worker, a limo driver—they all weave in and
out of each other’s stories. Through poetry they express
life, love, heartache, family, home, and fear. One of
them just wants to find someplace that still serves good
cheeseburgers.

Carlos’s debut film, Blindspotting, premiered
opening night at Sundance 2018 and was
followed by Summertime (Sundance 2020)
and Raya and the Last Dragon (2021). He
began his career directing music videos for
musicians like Katy Perry, Billie Eilish, Thundercat and Passion Pit. He is currently directing
a Walt Disney Animation feature set to
release in 2023 as well as the live-action
adaptation of Disney’s Robin Hood.

COPRESENTERS:
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FEATURES

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

SPIRIT TO SOAR
TANYA TALAGA & MICHELLE DEROSIER |
DOCUMENTARY | CANADA | 2021
42 MINS | ENGLISH
Spirit to Soar, Mashkawi-manidoo bimaadiziwin,
is a closer look at what has happened in the wake
of an inquest into the deaths of seven Indigenous
students in Thunder Bay, Ontario, highlighting hard
truths the country of Canada has long ignored: racism
kills, especially when it presents itself as indifference.

Tanya Talaga is an Anishinaabe author,
public speaker, producer, director,
journalist and storyteller. She has written
two award-winning books, “Seven Fallen
Feathers”and “All Our Relations”, both
of which were national bestsellers. Talaga
was the 2017–2018 Atkinson Fellow in
Public Policy and the 2018 CBC Massey
Lecturer. She is also the founder of
Makwa Creative Inc., a production
company focused on amplifying Indigenous
voices through documentary films, TV
and podcasts.
Michelle Derosier is an Anishinaabe
mother, grandmother, artist, activist
and filmmaker from Migisi Sahgaigan
First Nation in Treaty 3 Territory in
Northwestern Ontario. Her films the
Grandfather Drum (2016), Angelique’s
Isle (2017) and Audrey’s Story (2019)
have screened at many festivals,
including Sundance, Traverse City and
ImagineNATIVE.

COPRESENTERS &
COMMUNITY PARTNERS:
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FEATURES//
FEATURES

AVAILABLE ONLY ON DECEMBER 2

WATCH TRAILER

SALT IN OUR
WATERS
REZWAN SHAHRIAR SUMIT | DRAMA
BANGLADESH, FRANCE | 2020
106 MINS| BENGALI
A warm and charming tale of an affluent and idealistic
sculptor who leaves the city to find inspiration in a
beautiful coastal village on the Bangladeshi delta,
leading to a culture clash between traditional and
modern values.

Rezwan Shahriar Sumit made his debut with
the short film “City Life,” which earned him a
place at the Berlinale Talents in 2008. He
went on to study at the Graduate Film Program
of New York University as a Tisch Fellow. There
he produced Barbara Cigarroa’s short “Dios
Nunca Muere.” The Salt In Our Waters (2020)
is his first feature.

COPRESENTERS:
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SHORTS//

FAMILY FREQUENCIES

Families - blood or choosen include the people we hold most
dear to our hearts, yet, they can often
be the most cumbersome relationships
to navigate. Despite the generational
or cultural divides that may be at play,
these relationships are not ones we
give up on easily. These shorts give us
a glimpse into the journeys of
understanding,acceptance, unity, or
compromise that come with our day
to day lives as a family unit.
COPRESENTERS:

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

WATCH TRAILER

FUEGO
CHRISTINE RODRIGUEZ |
NARRATIVE | FICTION |
CANADA | 2020
16 MINS | ENGLISH,
FRENCH AND SPANISH

Lonely, isolated and
disconnected from his
roots, Manolo is an
Afro-Cuban man who
has reached a low
point in his life. But
he’ll find new hope
after a chance meeting
in the community
centre where he works.
A short film set in
Montreal (Tio’tia:ke),
Canada, in English,
French and Spanish.

Christine Rodriguez is a Montreal writer inspired
by her mixed-race heritage and multicultural
environment. Fuego is her first short film. Her
screenplay Maya Rising is a Second Rounder in
the 2021 Austin Film Festival Script Competition.
She’s currently part of the WarnerMedia Access x
Canadian Academy Writers Program.
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SHORTS//

FAMILY FREQUENCIES

WATCH TRAILER

RUBY
MOMO DAUD |
DRAMA | CANADA
2021 | 11 MINS| URDU

Ruby follows the ruminative
and nostalgic day of
Pakistani woman, Ruby
who’s recently immigrated
to Canada. The fatigue of
her journey gives way to a
melancholic anticipation as
she waits for her husband
and son to come home.

Momo Daud is a Pakistani-Canadian filmmaker
based in Toronto. He has worked extensively across
Canada as a writer, producer, production manager
and as a focus puller. Ruby is his directorial debut.

A PARENT’S
WISHLIST

A short film about a set
of encyclopedias, A
JEANPIERRE MARCHANT Parent’s Wishlist is a story
about upward mobility
| DOCUMENTARY
and working class
CANADA | 2021 |
aspirations. Dragged
6 MINS
from one city to another
and across the country
by Jean’s Chilean father,
his encyclopedias came
to symbolise his hope for
a better life for both
himself, and for his son.

Combining his academic background in history
with an interest in film’s relation to preservation
and decay, past and present, and ephemerality
and permanence, Jean-Pierre’s practice interrogatesthemes such as youthfulness and glamour,
migration, mobility and rootlessness, suburbia,
working-class respectability and Latino identity,
and disappointment.
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SHORTS//

FAMILY FREQUENCIES

THEMATIC MATERIAL, IRREVERENT
HUMOUR, SOME MILD LANGUAGE

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

WATCH TRAILER

CRY HARDER
IAN TAN | COMEDY,
DRAMA | CANADA
2021 |13 MINS |
ENGLISH,
CANTONESE

Cry Harder’ is a dark
family dramedy that
explores the various ways
different generations of a
Chinese family deal with
grief. After seeing her father
emotionless and stoic at
her mother’s funeral, Lyn
and her grandfather work
together to try and make her
father cry in an effort
to bring out his humanity.

MENDING A CRACK
IN THE SKY Shamso Mohamoud
and Shamso Elmi both
lost their sons to gun
violence and watched their
alleged killers walk free
without so much as
a legal prosecution. Now,
the two Somali-Canadian
mothers have organized
a group “Mending a Crack
in the Sky” to
combat gun violence
while facing cultural and
racial barriers.

ROBLE ISSA,
ZACH JAMA |
DOCUMENTARY
CANADA| 2021
8 MIN| ENGLISH

Roble Issa is a Somali-Canadian filmmaker
based in Toronto. In 2019, he was part of the
initial cohort of a Production Assistant Training
Program facilitated by CEE Toronto and POV
3rd Street. In 2021, he was accepted into Reelworld’s Emerging 20 Program to develop his
first feature film, “Car”.

Ian Tan is a Malaysian Film Production graduate
from UBC, who has a heart for bringing stories
from Asian perspectives to life through the power
of Directing & Editing. When he’s not picking up a
camera or chipping away at an edit, you’ll find
Ian posing his Transformers action figures.

Zach Jama is a documentary filmmaker and
engineer. He studied his BASc in Systems
Design Engineering from the University of
Waterloo in Canada and his MFA in Cinematic
Arts in Jordan. In 2019, Zach graduated with
a Master of Science (MSc) in Art, Culture and
Technology from MIT.
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FAMILY FREQUENCIES

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

WATCH TRAILER

TALLAHASSEE
DARINE HOTAIT
DRAMA| USA
2021 | 22 MIN
ENGLISH, ARABIC

On the day of her release
from a psychiatric facility,
Mira, an Arab American
woman, attends her grandmother’s 90th birthday —
only to discover that her
sister Lara has lied to the
family that she was on a
trip to Florida.

Darine Hotait is a writer, film director and the
founder of Cinephilia Productions. Her work
focuses on the politics of identity, Arab & African
diaspora, and science fiction.

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

WATCH TRAILER

HEROES
ANDY NGUYEN
DOCUMENTARY
CANADA | 2020
2 MIN | ENGLISH

A short film by Andy
Nguyen documenting the
faces and voices of transgender youth in Toronto.
Shot on 16mm, Heroes
was made at X University’s
School of Image Arts in fall
2020, and selected for
TIFF Next Wave Film
Festival 2021 & Inside Out
LGBT Film Festival 2021.

Andy Nguyen is a visual artist specializing in
filmmaking and photography based in Toronto
and Ho Chi Minh City. As a Vietnamese trans
person, Andy wishes to continue in creating
more projects that reflect on gender and cultural
identity, and in portraying themes of vulnerability
into his work.
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SHORTS//

FACES OF RESISTANCE

What does resistance mean to you?
Is there a single definition or method
we can look to within BIPOC
communities? This collection of films
reflects on the journeys of people who,
either deliberately or unintentionally,
defy the expectations and limitations
placed on them by oppressive systems.

COPRESENTERS:

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

WATCH TRAILER

DEFUND
KHADIJAH ROBERTS
ABDULLAH, ARAYA
MENGESHA | DARK
POLITICAL COMEDY |
CANADA | 2021 |
14 MIN |ENGLISH

Brother and Sister are
millennial twins
trying to navigate
their own, and each
other’s, complex
responses to both the
lockdown and the
fight for racial justice
during the long hot
summer of 2020.

Khadijah Roberts-Abdullah is an actor,
filmmaker, and co-owner of 2Skins Entertainment
- home to Black femme horror review podcast,
Ghoulz n Gyaldem and the short film,
Rooted Imagination, which debuted as part of
the National Arts Centre’s Transformations
Project. Her work aims to challenge standards
of visibility and inclusivity.
Araya Mengesha is a Toronto born actor/
filmmaker. His work is motivated by the
intersectional narratives of 1st- Gen diaspora
across the globe. DEFUND is the flagship
production for Incognito Ave. Currently indevelopment: feature film based on the short
piece Tef that came from Araya’s residency at
the Canadian Film Centre.”
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SHORTS//

FACES OF RESISTANCE

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

WATCH TRAILER

KAMAYAN
MINERVA NAVASCA |
DOCUMENTARY,
EXPERIMENTAL |
CANADA | 2021
3 MIN | ENGLISH

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

SMOKEYSWRLD
A documentary
showcasing the
traditional Filipino
way of eating,
through a foreign,
outdated lens.

Minerva Navasca is an emerging director and
producer, and is currently studying film at Sheridan
College in Oakville, Ontario. She was born in the
Philippines and immigrated to Canada at 9 years
old. Her filmmaking is intimately connected from her
personal life, focusing on stories of girlhood and
cultural dysphoria.

LUKE GALATI |
DOCUMENTARY |
CANADA |
2020 | 7 MIN |
ENGLISH

Kymahni Bent, a Toronto
basketball player, opens
up about his path forward
after the murder of his
brother Jahvante Smart,
also known as rapper
Smoke Dawg, who was a
Regent Park Resident during
the sumer of 2018 and how
COVID-19 has impacted
the trajectory of his basketball career and ability
to persevere past obstacles
that have come his way.

Luke Galati is the director of the award-winning
documentary, Eastern, which chronicles the final
chapter of the Eastern Commerce Saints, Canada’s
most historic high school basketball program.
Eastern was screened at five theatres in Toronto,
including the Regent Park Film Festival in 2016, and
was broadcasted nationally on TSN.
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SHORTS//

FACES OF RESISTANCE

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

WATCH TRAILER

REJOICE RESISTANCE
ELISHA SMITHLEVEROCK
| DRAMA SHORT | UK |
2020 |5 MIN | ENGLISH

Rejoice Resistance is a film
that celebrates Black Joy
and Black Pleasure as the
ultimate form of resistance.
Highlighting the importance
of allowing yourself to feel
joy especially in the face of
adversity, The film depicts a
woman on a quest to discover this truth.

Filmmaker Elisha Smith-Leverock has built an
award-winning portfolio, redefining her cinematic
style with every job she takes on. Fearless when it
comes to her films, Smith-Leverock tackles topics
like diversity and gender stereotypes with
maturity and softness. Her passion for art direction
and cinematography is evident as each project is
considered yet highly stylised.

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

THIS BODY
ZAC MANUEL |
DOCUMENTARY |
USA | 2020
14 MIN | ENGLISH

This Body explores the
perilous relationship
between Black Americans
and the medical industry.
As Sydney Hall voluntarily
participates in an experimental coronavirus vaccine
trial, she grapples with
opposing perspectives as
she navigates historical
and contemporary abuses
upon Black bodies, while
remaining hopeful that her
participation will help save
lives in her community.

Zac Manuel is an award–winning, New Orleans
bred-and-based filmmaker, and the son of a touring
jazz musician and a community builder at the
Department of Housing and Urban Development.
His work in documentary and music video explores
intimacy, Black masculinity, class, identity and
inheritance.
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SHORTS//

FACES OF RESISTANCE

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

TO THE GIRL THAT
LOOKS LIKE ME
EWURAKUA
DAWSONAMOAH |
DRAMA, EXPERIMENTAL
USA| 2019 | 5 MIN|
ENGLISH

An experimental
poetry piece celebrating
Black women who
continue to thrive in a
system that was not
built for them. A study
of culture, self-love and
self-discovery through
a string of vignettes that
combine dance, folklore,
modern culture and
spirituality.

A passionate writer and director, Ewurakua
recently graduated from NYU’s Tisch School of the
Arts. During her time there, she noticed disparities
in representation on and off-screen and in 2020
she launched The Melacast Network, a platform
focused on connecting BIPOC actors, directors, and
crew of color with the opportunities to tell culturally
rich & diverse stories in film.

WATCH TRAILER

FROZEN OUT
HAO ZHOU |
EXPERIMENTAL |
CHINA/USA |
2021 | 5 MIN |
SICHUANESE /
ENGLISH

An immigrant artist
retreats to frozen prairies
and forests, hoping to
escape the anxieties of
dislocation and find a
meaningful story.
Delivered as a Film-Letter
to the protagonist’s sister
in rural China, the film
meditates on self-exile,
home, family, and identity

Hao Zhou is a filmmaker from southwest
China. Zhou’s films often center on resisting
structural oppression. Zhou’s work has screened
at numerous festivals including the Berlinale.
He is an alum of Cinéfondation’s La Résidence,
Berlinale Talents, and Talents Tokyo.
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SHORTS//

FACES OF RESISTANCE

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

WATCH TRAILER

RULES TO BE A REBEL
BY A COCKNEY SIKH
ESTEFANI GONZALEZ
| DOCUMENTARY|
UK | 2020
6 MIN | ENGLISH

Set in the beautiful city
London, England where
many cultures coexist and
have their own voice, Suresh
Singh discovered his unique
identity and path. Through
the mixing of his Indian
background, spirituality, and
the rebellious English punk
style Suresh distinguishes
himself as a rebel spirit with
his Cockney Sikh style.

Estefani Gonzalez works across disciplines to
create awareness around subjects that connect
us to our natural state of wellbeing. Through
writing, travelling, and meeting people across
the world, she hopes to share the transformative
power of creating from the heart.
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SHORTS//

INTERNAL MUSINGS

There is no relationship as intimate
as the one we have with ourselves.
Our inner world can be a place of
refuge or sometimes, the very place
we’re afraid of. This program dives
deep into the minds and experiences
of those removing limitations to
their introspection and taking it to
new heights.
COMMUNITY PARTNER:

COPRESENTERS:

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

WATCH TRAILER

ALSIT
SUZANNAH MIRGHANI |
DRAMA |SUDAN,
QATAR | 2020 |
20 MIN |ARABIC

In a cotton-farming village
in Sudan, 15-year-old
Nafisa has a crush on
Babiker, but her parents
have arranged her marriage
to Nadir, a young Sudanese
businessman living abroad.
Nafisa’s grandmother
Al-Sit, the powerful village
matriarch, has her own
plans for Nafisa’s future.
But can Nafisa choose for
herself?

Suzannah Mirghani is a writer, researcher, and
independent filmmaker. She is a media studies
and museum studies graduate. Mixed-race
Sudanese and Russian, she is the writer, director,
and producer of AL-SIT (2020, Sudan/Qatar),
which won several international awards. Her
latest short VIRTUAL VOICE (2021), premiered
at Tribeca Film Festival.
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SHORTS//

INTERNAL MUSINGS

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

WATCH TRAILER

SRIKANDI
ANDREA NIRMALA
WIDJAJANTO |
DRAMA/FANTASY |
CANADA |2020 |
8 MIN | INDONESIAN

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

WATCH TRAILER

RECEIVER
After her father’s
death leaves their family
in financial trouble,
teenage Anjani struggles
as her mother tries to
sell the house, which
doubles as her father’s
puppetry studio. Despite
women not being allowed
to practice, Anjani’s
returns to the Shadow
puppeteering practice
once taught to her by
her father and reconvenes
with his spirit.

Andrea Nirmala Widjajanto is an Indonesian
writer/director based in Vancouver, Canada.
Her latest short SRIKANDI premiered at the 46th
Toronto International Film Festival and competed
at the very first Sundance Film Festival: Asia, and
the 40th Vancouver International Film Festival.

CAVAN CAMPBELL |
HORROR | CANADA
| 2020 |15 MIN |
ENGLISH

Sriyani, an idealistic and
overtaxed Sri LankanCanadian social worker,
is a counsellor at a
telephone help line. She
has built her life around
helping others, but always
at the expense of those
closest to her. So who
is going to defend Sriyani
when she is hypnotized
by a caller tonight?

Raised on PEI, his father, a painter, and his Sri
Lankan mother, a writer, filmmaking proved the
natural synthesis of Cavan’s early loves. RECEIVER
is his most recent film, and has won Best Short Film
at the Toronto Reel Asian International Film Festival.
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INTERNAL MUSINGS

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

WATCH TRAILER

THA MAGIK
CHANGE
MONAMI ROY |
ANIMATION | INDIA
| 2021| 4 MIN

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

HOW TO RAISE A
BLACK BOY
The film “Tha Magik
Change” is a step towards
creating awareness about
the pandemic-stricken
apparel businesses
(inclusive of tailors, thrift
stores, recycling labels,
upcycling labels). It is a
reflection of the lockdown
and its effects on small
scale businesses seeking
living wages in
the time of lockdown.

Monami Roy is an animator and illustrator currently
working on their next film “Rainbow” which is an
animated short. They’ve been interested in this field
for almost 15 years while practicing its craft for the
past 5.

JUSTICE JAMAL
JONES | EXPERIMENTAL |
FANTASY | USA | 2020 |
13 MIN | ENGLISH

An experimental fairytale
dedicated to the modern
Black boy, in which four
boys disappear one night,
as many Black boys do,
and find themselves on a
fantastical journey to
break the curses of Black
boyhood.

Justice Jamal Jones, is a filmmaker and actor, from
Omaha, Nebraska, graduate of NYU, and founder
of Rainbow Farm Productions. As a Black Queer
alchemist, they intergrate Black Feminist Queer theory into their art, alongside Black diasporic spirituality. Their debut film “How To Raise A Black Boy’’
has been internationally recognized and awarded.
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DISRUPTING THE ARCHIVE//
SHORTS + PANEL

This program will give you access to
artists Nadine Valcin and Jennifer
Dysart’s most recent film works,
along with a panel in which the artists
discuss their individual artist residencies and projects developed at Library
and Archives Canada, where they
were supported by fellow panelist,
Caroline Forcier-Holloway. This panel
will explore the importance of access
to counter-histories through archival
research, and what it was like to work
with an archivist through this process.
This project was developed with the
support of Archive/Counter-Archive,
Social Science and Humanities
Research Council (SSHRC) Partnership
Grant, and Library and Archives
Canada.
PARTNERS:
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DISRUPTING THE ARCHIVES//
SHORTS

CONTENT WARNING:
PART 2 SHOWS RELIGIOUS CONTENT AND CHILDREN IN
ATTENDANCE AT RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS

REVISITING
KEEWATIN MISSIONS
Films from the colonial era often end up in archives
without information about the Indigenous people and
communities shown. Jennifer Dysart’s goal is to identify
the families shown in the Keewatin Missions film,
housed at Library and Archives Canada, that shows the
Catholic archdiocese covering much of central and
northern Canada in the 1950s. Jennifer’s work is a
hybrid of community research and archival filmmaking
made possible through the A/CA’s network of festivals,
archives and it’s commitment to change. For Regent
ParkFilm Festival the film has been separated into two
parts, allowing the audience to view the Indigenous
content of the film, without encountering the weighty
religious elements

Jennifer Dysart is an experimental and found footage
film enthusiast. She is currently an Artist-in-Residence at
Library and Archives Canada via the Archive /Counter-Archive project. She created Caribou in the Archive
(2018/2019) that won the Public Prize at the International Film Festival of Ottawa (2021) and Best Canadian
Short Film at the Planet in Focus Film Festival (2020).
Jennifer has lived in too many places to count and has
Cree roots on her Dad’s side from South Indian Lake,
Manitoba.
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DISRUPTING THE ARCHIVES//
SHORTS

ORIGINES
Origines, is a two-channel media installation
that uses footage from Claude Jutra’s 1963
film À Tout Prendre (Take it All) to explore his
then lover and film co-star Johanne Harrelle’s
complicated quest for identity as a Black Francophone woman in Canada. It was produced
as part of a residency at Library and Archives
Canada through the research project Archive/
Counter Archive.

Nadine Valcin is an award-winning bilingual
filmmaker and media artist. She holds a professional
degree in architecture from McGill University and
recently completed an MFA in Digital Futures at
OCAD University and an artist’s residency at
Library and Archives Canada through Archive/
Counter Archive.
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DISRUPTING
FEATURES THE ARCHIVES//
PANEL

MODERATOR

PANELISTS

DEBBIE EBANKS
SCHLUMS

JENNIFER
DYSART

NADINE
VALCIN

CAROLINE
FORCIERHOLLOWAY

Debbie Ebanks Schlums is
an artist-researcher and
Vanier Scholar pursuing a
doctorate in Cinema and
Media Studies at York
University. Her research
explores methodologies of
Caribbean diasporic
archiving with a focus on
the Jamaican Diaspora
through storytelling and
media art installation.

Jennifer Dysart is an
experimental and found
footage film enthusiast. She
is currently an Artist-inResidence at Library and
Archives Canada via the
Archive / Counter-Archive
project. She created Caribou
in the Archive (2018/2019)
that won the Public Prize at
the International Film Festival
of Ottawa (2021) and Best
Canadian Short Film at the
Planet in Focus Film Festival
(2020). Jennifer has lived in
too many places to count and
has Cree roots on her Dad’s
side from South Indian Lake,
Manitoba.

Nadine Valcin is an
award-winning bilingual
filmmaker and media artist.
She holds a professional
degree in architecture from
McGill University and
recently completed an MFA
in Digital Futures at OCAD
University and an artist’s
residency at Library and
Archives Canada through
Archive/Counter Archive.

Caroline Forcier Holloway
is an audio-visual archivist
who retired from Library and
Archives Canada in 2020. In
particular, Caroline possesses specialized knowledge
of early northern expedition
films. She currently works as
a relief archivist in a part-time
capacity with the Nunavut Archives Program, Government
of Nunavut.
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SERIES

ONE PARK, SEVEN
STORIES
A lot can happen in a day. Presented as
a series of monologues to a partner - One
Park, Seven Stories (from the universe of
The Regent Park Project) explores the
stories of a cast of young characters who
live and work in Regent Park. Created over
the pandemic, and pulled from the lived
experiences of the writers and actors of the
pieces - these shorts are at times poignant,
funny, and dramatic... and explore issues
of policing, racism, loss, danger, friendship,
and self discovery.

Sheena D. Robertson and Edward Daranyi are
experienced professionals who are the lead mentor-artists on The Regent Park Project. Mandeq Hassan is a
Company Member. The central mission of Kick Start Arts
is to use the arts to empower young people to express
themselves through the creative process, and in doing so
engage diverse communities in thought and collaboration. The Regent Park Project has run for 8 years, and is
a free, hands-on film-making initiative offered to young
people ages 13-27. The Regent Park Project acts as a
bridge to the professional realm. All films are written and
acted by the youth participants and they crewed in many
capacities on set.
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SERIES

WATCH AS OF NOVEMBER 26 AT 6PM

WATCH TRAILER

WE ARE LADY PARTS
Nida Manzoor’s anarchic and irreverent music
comedy about a Muslim female punk band called Lady Parts - who are on a mission to find
a lead guitarist and maybe, just maybe, get a
proper gig.

Nida Manzoor is a British television writer and
director. She is best known for directing two
episodes of Doctor Who and creating the Channel
4 comedy show We Are Lady Parts.

EPISODE 1: Two worlds collide when Lady
Parts, who need a lead guitarist, set their sights
on PhD student Amina, who just wants to find a
husband
EPISODE 2: Lady Parts make Amina an
enticing offer: audition with them and they’ll set
her upwith Ayesha’s hot brother, Ahsan
EPISODE 3: Amina’s secret double life starts to
take its toll when Lady Parts’ big audition falls
on the same day as her best friend Noor’s
engagement party”
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PARTNER:

IN PERSON: FAMILY DAY
DANIELS SPECTRUM COURTYARD |
585 DUNDAS ST E, TORONTO, ON M5A 2B7|
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 27TH | 58PM
ALTERNATIVE SCREENING SPACE (IN CASE OF
BAD WEATHER)  ADA SLAIGHT HALL INSIDE
DANIELS SPECTRUM

Our only in-person screening features a mix of
family friendly films from our main Festival program
and video profiles of Regent Park by the Toronto Ward
Museum, and free art kits from ArtHeart. Drop in at
any time from 5-8pm. There will be heat lamps and
free hot chocolate to provide a cozy and COVID-safe
viewing experience!

KAMAYAN

HEROES

Visit page 30 for more information

Visit page 28 for more information

THE MAGIK CHANGE

REJOICE RESISTANCE

Visit page 36 for more information

Visit page 31 for more information

RULES TO BE A REBEL BY A COCKNEY SIKH
Visit page 33 for more information

SPONSORS:

PARTNERS:
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BLOCK BY BLOCK
REGENT PARK STORIES

Photo Credits: Kathy Grant
The Toronto Ward Museum’s Block by Block
program is proud to share a series of video
stories titled, Heyday. These stories feature
members of the Regent Park community, old
and new- their experiences of change and their
unrelenting advocacy for the future. Personal
shifts within the lives of community members
parallel a rapidly evolving landscape as the
revitalization takes root. Each storyteller
describes moments of arrival, movement,
and settlement in Regent Park along with the
character of the Regent community, which they
hope will survive the redevelopment. Their
commitment to collective growth remains
unwavering despite multiple challenges in their
quests to belong and be heard.

This series was created by Block by Block’s 2021
Regent Park Team: Aherthy Jeyasundaram,
Fatima Khan and Noshin Ullah.
Featured local storytellers are Ibrahim Afrah,
Namarig Ahmed, Ines Garcia, Walied Khogali,
Gail Lynch, Christopher Nkambwe, Charlotte
Schwartz and Hamshaa Sivaruban.
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INDUSTRY
PROGRAMMING
ANIMATION MASTERCLASS
DATE: FRIDAY NOVEMBER 26 2021
TIME: 4:307:30PM
LOCATION: ZOOM
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED.
REGISTER HERE
Open to emerging BIPOC and Regent Park based animators |18+

This online workshop aims to provide a broad
and realistic overview of the 3D animation industry.
This online session will provide know-how for
emerging artists regarding the various stages of
your animation career, useful resources and
educational tools, how to polish your reels to apply
for jobs, the stages of actually creating animated
work, and representation in the industry.

WE COULD BE HEROES:
UNDERSTANDING &
CREATING SUPERHEROES

FACILITATOR:
ROHINI KUMAR

COPRESENTER:

DATE: SUNDAY NOVEMBER 28 2021
TIME: 3  6 PM
LOCATION: ZOOM
REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED.
REGISTER HERE
Open to BIPOC youth and Regent Park residents in grades 9-12

Are you a fan of superhero films and comics? Are
you a high school student interested in learning
more about the genre and how to create your own
characters and their origin stories? This 3 hour
workshop aims to provide the tools and foundations
to help you get you started. Who knows, you might
just create the next Black Panther!

Rohini has been a professional
Animator for 16 years
with varied experience in
television and feature
animation. The last 6 years
of which have been at Sony
Imageworks Vancouver.
She has been an animation
lead on films like Mitchells
vs the Machines (2021) and
Angry Birds 2. Her film
credits as an animator also
include Vivo, Smallfoot,
Hotel Transylvania 3, The
Emoji movie, Smurfs: The lost
village, The Angrybirds
movie, The Sausage party
and The Watchmen(vfx).

For 20 years Andre has
shared his passion, love and
excitement of comics, games,
sci-fi and pop culture with the
community, whether in-store,
online or in person at local
events. When not trying to
master the ways of The Force,
Andre spends his time gaming,
writing, and collaborating with
friends in the industry, and is
looking forward to publishing
another comic book.

FACILITATOR:
ANDRE GREENIDGE
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TRACKING PROGRESS: THE
ROLE OF RACEBASED DATA
IN FILM & TV
DATE: MONDAY NOVEMBER 29 2021
TIME: 4  5 PM
LOCATION: ZOOM
REGISTER HERE
The REMC (Racial Equity Media Collective) discuss
the findings of their first-ever report on race-based
data collection in the screen sector. REMC will
discuss the current state of data collection, and
discuss where the industry must go if our collective
equity goals are to be met.

MODERATOR

PANELISTS

RAD
SIMONPILLAI

NIKITHA
GOPAL

AMAR
WALA

Rad is the film critic for
Canada’s national breakfast
show Your Morning on CTV,
the Culture Editor at Toronto’s
alt-weekly NOW Magazine
and the pop culture columnist
for CBC radio shows across
Canada. He also has a regular
Friday Flicks segment on CTV
News Channel and contributes
to The Guardian.

Nikitha Gopal is a Senior
Analyst at Nordicity with
diverse experience leading
research projects in India,
Canada and the US. Nikitha
is passionate about and
experienced in issues of
diversity, equity and inclusion.
Nikitha holds a Master of
Public Policy (MPP) from
the UCLA Luskin School of
Public Affairs.

Amar is a Toronto based
filmmaker and founder of
Scarborough Pictures, a
Toronto based production
company that makes vibrant,
powerful content across film,
television, and digital
platforms. He is a founding
board member of the REMC.

PARTNER:
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WORLDBUILDERS: EXPLORING THE POWER
OF THE ART DEPARTMENT
The Art Department plays a key on-set role in building cinematic worlds and immersing an audience in a
captivating and realistic on-screen space. This panel
features Art Department creatives such as production
designers, art directors, costume designers, stylists,
and hair and make-up designers to discuss authentic
worldbuilding and representation on screen, portraying cultural nuance and historical accuracy, and their
experiences and advice for BIPOC creatives to enter
and sustain themselves in the field.

Roya DelSol is Black lensbased artist, curator & cultural
worker currently living in
T’karonto/Toronto. Creating
motion work ranging from
experimental documentaries
to music videos; she aims
for her work in all spheres
to centre and uplift the
experiences Black, queer,
andmarginalized peoples.

MODERATOR:
ROYA DELSOL

PANELISTS

CARMEN
THOMPSON

MERYL
ALLYSA ROMO

SHAUNA
LLEWELLYN

Carmen Thompson (Diitiidaht/
Kyuquot/Coast Salish) has
been designing and building
costumes for theatre, television,
music videos and feature films for
more than 15 years and over 50
credits to her name. Known for
her research & attention to detail
with a commitment to cultural
authenticity has made her an
in-demand member of creative
teams in Los Angeles, Vancouver
and Victoria.

Meryl Allysa Romo is a 23-yearold Production Designer,
Costume Designer and Actress.
As an advocate for BIPOC and
LGBTQ+ crews and talent, she
strongly believes that with
representation contributing to the
storyline behind-camera, there
will be more authentic portrayals
on-screen. Born and raised in
Toronto, Ontario, working on
Canadian content is important
to Meryl.

Makeup Artist Shauna
Llewellyn brings a passionate,
multi-disciplined approach to
creating beautiful looks for
publications, and media across
the fashion, music and
entertainment industries.

PRESENTED BY THE ACADEMY OF CANADIAN CINEMA &
TELEVISION AND THE CITY OF TORONTO
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RYAN REED
With 20 years of hairstyling
in the Toronto film and television
industry, Ryan has had the
opportunity to travel the world
and work on big budget
Hollywood productions, and
have his work seen by millions
of viewers worldwide.

RETROSPECTIVE:
LIVE IT TO LEARN IT
Learn more about our internship program
for Black youth to gain paid work experience
and industry networks in the film and television
sector. In partnership with OYA Media Group
and television production partners.

PARTNERS:
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EMERGING DIRECTORS’
SPOTLIGHT & PITCH COMPETITION
Part showcase and pitch event, this exciting program
highlights the best of Canada’s emerging talent,
whose work you’ll have the opportunity to watch,
along with a pitch of their next project to a jury of
industry experts from CBC Programming. This year,
there will be two categories of pitches - SCRIPTED
and UNSCRIPTED projects. One winner in each
category will receive a development deal from CBC
and $1000 from RBC!

AT ANY POINT THROUGHOUT THE
FESTIVAL, WATCH THE FINALISTS’
SPOTLIGHTED SHORT FILMS AND
THE PITCH COMPETITION (INCLUDING
THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF WINNERS)
HOSTED BY JASON D’SOUZA OF
CBC’S FRESH AIR!

PANELISTS

MEHERNAZ
LENTIN (JURY)

MICHELLE
MCCREE (JURY)

ZACH FELDBERG
(JURY)

JASON D’SOUZA
(HOST)

As Senior Director of CBC
Films for Canada’s public
broadcaster, Mehernaz Lentin
is responsible for overseeing the
funding and pre-licensing of
Canadian features for broadcast
and streaming on CBC platforms.
CBC Films encompasses the
national public broadcaster’s
continued investment in Canadian
cinema and spans film initiatives
including funding, pre-buys
and acquisitions for CBC broadcast and streaming platforms.

Michelle McCree is Executive
In Charge of Production for
The Passionate Eye and select
docu-series. She is also part of
the team leading CBC’s equity
and representation strategy for
the Unscripted Content
department. Prior to joining the
documentary team, Michelle was
a senior leader on the Factual
Entertainment team, overseeing
a broad range of titles, most
recently the docuseries Anyone’s
Game and the award winning
series Still Standing.

With over a decade of experience pioneering the intersection
of TV and digital, Zach Feldberg
has navigated the content
business from many different
angles. At CBC, he oversees the
YA Digital Originals strategy and
programming team, developing
and commissioning Gen Z-targeted series for CBC Gem and
branded social platforms.

Jason D’Souza is the host of
CBC Radio One’s FRESH AIR
and the producer and creator
of the multi platform series
Matheson. He has won multiple
RTDNA’s and received his
Bachelor of Communication
degree from Simon Fraser
University. With two immigrant
parents from India, Jason is
extremely passionate about
bringing to air a range of diverse
voices in telling the stories of the
communities he covers.

SPONSORS:

COPRESENTERS:
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EMERGING DIRECTORS’
SPOTLIGHT & PITCH COMPETITION
CONTENT ADVISORY  PG 13

CONTENT WARNING:
MENTIONS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT, PHOTOSENSITIVITY WARN
ING: SERIES OF FLASHES AT AROUND: 02:13

THE GODDARD KIT
DIR. ALICE WANG |
DRAMA | CANADA |
2021 | 6 MIN | ENGLISH

While undergoing the
rape kit process, a sexual
assault survivor dissociates
and is confronted with the
realities of the criminal
justice system where she
learns of the real inventor
of the rape kit.

Alice Wang is a Chinese-Canadian filmmaker
and screenwriter based in Toronto. Keeping their
parents happy with a degree in psychology, they
have now transitioned to filmmaking and enjoys
writing stories she has always wanted to tell. She
gravitates towards stories about loss, acceptance,
and belonging.
COMPETING IN THE SCRIPTED CATEGORY OF
PITCH COMPETITION.

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

PROMOTION
DIR. MIKE REGIS|
DRAMA | CANADA |
2020 | 5 MIN |
ENGLISH

After witnessing a racial
incident in the workplace,
a soon to be father’s morality is put to the test.

Mike Regis is an extremely passionate filmmaker
who lives in Toronto, Ontario. Mike seeks to find the
humanity in human relationships in every narrative
he creates through his work as a Film Director. With
a focus on Black experiences. Mike aims to portray
the cultural and societal nuances authentically.
COMPETING IN THE SCRIPTED CATEGORY OF
PITCH COMPETITION.
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EMERGING DIRECTORS’
SPOTLIGHT & PITCH COMPETITION

CONTENT ADVISORY  PG

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

2035
DIR. TANNAZ KESHAVARZ
| DRAMA | CANADA |
2019 | 12 MIN | ENGLISH

WORST STUDENT EVER
2035 explores the
challenges and conflicts
experienced by a young
immigrant as they adjust
to their new life here in
Canada. We see how
they progress in pursuit
of their career with hard
work, determination
and a bit of help along
the way.

DIR. DANICA ‘DIZZY’
RICAMARA |
DOCUMENTARY |
CANADA | 2018 |
12 MIN | ENGLISH

Through the eyes of
Randell Adjei, we
understand the gravity
of the issues facing
Scarborough youth
today. Amidst gun
violence, poverty,
and stigmatization, we
see resilience through
community, art, and a
passion for change.

Tannaz Keshavarz is an Iranian-Canadian filmmaker. She’s a recipient of the AB Story Prize where
she will develop a coming of age drama. Her short
drama, 2035 is used to promote discussions on
immigrant issues in schools across GTA. She hopes
to continue to bring Iranian stories to Canadian
content.

Danica “Dizzy” Ricamara is a 2x award winning
director, actress and community strategist. She was
a graduate of the 2018 MTP POV Program and has
since rooted her creative work in amplifying missing
voices, through her own creative agency “Friends
from the Endz” which creates opportunities for
BIPOC content creators to work together.

COMPETING IN THE SCRIPTED CATEGORY OF
PITCH COMPETITION.

COMPETING IN THE UNSCRIPTED CATEGORY
OF PITCH COMPETITION.
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EMERGING DIRECTORS’
SPOTLIGHT & PITCH COMPETITION

CONTENT ADVISORY  G

MANUELA
DIR. NORMA GARCIA |
DRAMA | CANADA |
2019 | 15 MIN |
ENGLISH, SPANISH

Manuela is a young Latinx
woman struggling to deliver
a crucial school assignment
on time so that she can
graduate with the rest of her
classmates.

Norma Garcia is an independent Producer &
Director. Her short films explore cultural and
political themes related to POC. She has over ten
years of experience working in arts administration,
successfully helping to procure financing to develop
her projects and those of other artists.
COMPETING IN THE UNSCRIPTED CATEGORY
OF PITCH COMPETITION.
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AWARDS
NFB CANADA PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT AWARD

DGC ONTARIO NEW VISIONS AWARD

The NFB Canada Project Development Award is awarded
to an emerging Canadian short film director whose work is
showing at this year’s Festival. The NFB provides $5000 to
use towards production and post-production costs for the
winning filmmaker’s next film.

The DGC Ontario New Visions Award recognizes a local
artist who demonstrates great potential as a filmmaker.
They receive $500 towards supporting their training and
education.

RPFF 2021 STAND OUT FILM AWARD

RBC EMERGING DIRECTORS AWARD

The RPFF 2021 Stand Out Film Award is awarded to a
Canadian filmmaker whose work is showing at this year’s
Festival. Selected for their outstanding work and unique
vision, the filmmaker will receive a membership to the
Academy Of Canadian Cinema & Television.

The RBC Emerging Directors Award is presented to two
Canadian filmmakers who won the Emerging Director Pitch
Competition in their respective categories. The winners
receive a $1000 cash prize each from RBC.
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V. T. Nayani
Jennifer Liao

Jennifer Podemski
Sasha Leigh Henry

This is the future of
the film industry.
RBC® is proud to support women in film.
® Trademarks of Royal Bank of Canada.

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION
The Regent Park Film Festival is free to access and
we’re working hard to keep it that way. Help us in
making this possible by donating at the Lights,
Camera, or Action Level.

LIGHTS DONATION $25+
The Lights level covers 1 hour of free
childcare at our Festival

CAMERA DONATION $100+
The Camera level covers the cost to

The Action level covers the cost of a

As a charitable organization, the Festival issues tax receipts for all donations.
The Regent Park Film Festival charitable # 8459 14613 RR0001

